MYTH #1:  *The proposal will prevent global climate change.*

FACT:  *The proposal will have practically no effect on global climate change.*

Here is the main reason why the proposal will not prevent global climate change: U.S. power plants are responsible for a small fraction (4 percent) of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. EPA’s proposal will reduce global GHG emissions by a tiny amount (less than 1 percent) at a cost, according to EPA, of $4.2 billion to $8.8 billion per year. This insignificant reduction in global GHG emissions means that:

- Atmospheric CO₂ concentrations will be reduced by less than 1 percent.
- Global average temperature increase will be reduced by 0.016 °F.
- Sea level rise will be reduced by 1/100th of an inch, which is the thickness of three sheets of paper.

Other facts:

- China and India together emit more than 20 percent of all global GHG emissions.
- Because of its growing economy, China emits more CO₂ in *one month* (more than 800 million tonnes) than the maximum amount EPA’s proposal will reduce in *one year* (approximately 550 million tonnes).
- As of late 2012, more than 65,000 megawatts (MW) of new coal-fueled generating capacity had been announced or planned in Europe.
- Russia recently announced that it will construct the largest coal-fired power plant in the world (8,000 megawatts) and sell the electricity to China.
**MYTH #2: The proposal will prevent asthma and heart attacks.**

**FACT: This is a bait and switch tactic.**

Because the EPA proposal will have virtually no effect on global climate change (Myth #1), EPA is claiming health benefits for reducing ozone and particulate matter, pollutants that have been tightly regulated under the Clean Air Act for decades to ensure that air quality is safe. Moreover, EPA is required to revise these existing air quality regulations periodically if they do not protect public health.

Reductions in ozone and particulate matter have nothing to do with the purpose of EPA’s carbon proposal, and claiming credit for these reductions is sometimes called “double counting.” Double counting means that EPA is claiming credit for the *same* health benefits under *different* regulations in an attempt to show that benefits exceed costs. EPA admits that it may be double counting in its Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) for the carbon rule, saying, “... it is possible that some costs and benefits estimated in this RIA may account for the *same* air quality improvements as estimated in the illustrative NAAQS RIAs” (emphasis added). The “same air quality improvements” simply means the same health benefits.

In addition, EPA’s estimates of health benefits are controversial and have been questioned by health effects experts. EPA itself recognizes numerous uncertainties in these estimates in the RIA.

**MYTH #3: The proposal will reduce energy bills.**

**FACT: This is misleading, at best.**

EPA acknowledges that nationwide average electricity *rates* would *increase* by roughly 6 percent in 2020 and 3 percent in 2030. (A nationwide average rate increase might look relatively small, but it masks substantially higher increases in individual states.) At the same time, EPA claims the *total cost* that consumers pay for electricity will *fall* under
its proposal. However, this lower total cost is deceptive because it is assumes that consumers will reduce their electricity consumption by at least 10 percent. *In short, consumers are forced to pay higher electricity rates but use less electricity.*

In addition, these electricity rate increases that EPA admits to do not include customer out-of-pocket expenses for the energy efficiency projects that EPA assumes ratepayers will undertake to reduce electricity consumption. These include purchases such as new air conditioners, double-pane windows, and insulation. EPA says that consumers will pay $4 billion to $6 billion in 2020 and $21 billion to $26 billion by 2030 for these efficiency upgrades.11 EPA also admits to large increases in natural gas prices, with commodity gas prices increasing 8 percent to 9 percent in 2020.

**MYTH #4: The proposal will create jobs.**

**FACT: This is a common claim about many EPA rules, but it’s not true.**

Here are a few of the reasons why this claim about jobs creation is a myth:

- More comprehensive projections of the employment impacts of a program similar to EPA’s proposal show as many as 178,000 lost jobs per year.12
- EPA claims that its proposal will create jobs in the electric power production and fuel extraction sectors of the economy in 2020, but this is due to *temporary* construction jobs. Closer scrutiny of EPA’s analysis shows these sectors are projected to *lose* an average of 47,000 to 49,000 job-years from 2017-2030.13
- EPA did not attempt to quantify job losses due to higher energy prices, although EPA seems to acknowledge there could be job losses.14
- EPA has ignored the negative impacts of higher energy prices on jobs in other rulemakings, most recently for its Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS). In its RIA for MATS, EPA stated, “... the Agency is
unable to estimate ... the impacts on employment as a result of the increase in electricity and other energy prices in the economy.” 

- One sector that EPA believes will gain jobs is end-use energy efficiency. However, these projected job gains are based on unrealistic assumptions about increases in end-use efficiency.

**MYTH #5:** *The proposal is not a cap-and-trade program.*

**FACT:** This is misleading because EPA’s proposal encourages states to establish cap-and-trade programs.

The proposal sets state-by-state limits on CO₂ emission rates. EPA encourages the creation of state and regional cap-and-trade programs by allowing states to convert their emissions rate limits into mass based limits, which become the caps in a cap-and-trade regime. EPA goes further by encouraging states to group together to create regional cap-and-trade programs by allowing groups of states an extra year to develop and submit implementation plans. EPA highlights the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) -- a cap-and-trade program in the northeastern U.S. -- as an example of how states can establish “cap-and-trade” programs. Finally, regional compliance programs factor prominently in EPA’s assessment of the costs and benefits of the rule, reinforcing EPA’s preference for a cap-and-trade program.

**MYTH #6:** *This is a good proposal because states have a lot of flexibility.*

**FACT:** This is a bad proposal for lots of reasons, including limited flexibility.

EPA’s proposal sets stringent requirements that states have limited opportunity to change. Many states must reduce emission rates by over 40 percent by 2030. In setting these requirements, EPA made critical assumptions about each state with limited input from or coordination with the states. EPA has decided how much coal, natural gas, nuclear, and renewable energy each state should use and how much less electricity
consumers should use. If states disagree with EPA, they have only 120 days to understand, analyze and rebut EPA’s analysis of each state.
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